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Songs:  The AWANA Song | The T&T Song (click to watch) 
 

Lesson 15: “Unit 2 Review: The Bible” (click to watch) 
 

Main Idea:  The Bible is not only fun to read but is also God’s true story. It teaches us who God is and  

  shows us how to live. Everything in it will always be true. We should study it carefully. 
 

Key Verse: “For everything that was written in the past was written to teach us, so that through the 

  endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures, we might have hope.” 

  Romans 15:4 
 

Ask These Questions: 

1. Who wrote the Bible? (God wrote the Bible. He wrote it through faithful men whom the Holy Spirit 

guided. Even though God used people to write the Bible, its message and power come from God.) 

2. Who did God write the Bible to? (God wrote the Bible to us. It is written to people, like a letter.) 

3. Why did God write the Bible for us? (God gave us the Bible to show us how to live and to tell us about 

His only Son Jesus Christ, who saves us and gives us friendship with God.) 

4. What is the Bible like? (Because the Bible comes from God, every word of it is totally true and perfect. 

It is historically correct. It is like a lamp because it guides our steps. It is also fun and exciting to read 

because of the amazing stories and characters it contains.) 

5. What effect does the Bible have on our lives? (Because the Bible comes from God, who knows 

everything about everything, it is able to guide us in every part of life. It explains the deepest things 

about us—our thoughts, emotions, questions, relationships, and desires. It shows us how to change and 

grow. It helps us see ourselves the way God sees us and transforms us to live like Jesus lived.) 

6. What should you do when you hear someone teaching about God or the Bible? (You should look to see 

if their words match the Bible. People can twist the Bible, so we have to study it carefully on our own.) 

This Activity: 

Have your clubber(s) build a “Tower of Bible Facts.” They can use anything stackable (Legos, books, 

movies, etc.). As they stack, they have to give one Bible fact from the lessons (“The Bible is true, the 

Bible is from God, the Bible is historical,” etc.) for each block before adding it. You decide if the fact is a 

legitimate one! See how tall they can get the tower. They can compete against you or a sibling/friend to 

see who can remember the most facts and build the tallest tower! If you compete, have each competitor 

take turns giving one fact at a time. No facts can be reused. See who runs out first! 

Take a second to post about your night in the AWANA Facebook group! 

T&T 
Weekly Club Guide 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-qGMJtv6to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtzxnqHQuk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-eJC1-CUsk&feature=emb_logo
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tcaa.awana

